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Abstract
Background: The impact of extreme changes in weather patterns in the economy and humanity welfare
are some of the biggest challenges that our civilization is facing. From the anthropogenic activities that
contribute to climate change, reducing the impact of farming activities is a priority, since its responsible
for up to 18% of greenhouse gases linked to such activities. To this end, we tested if the ruminal and fecal
microbiomes components of 52 Brazilian Nelore bulls, belonging to two experimental groups based on
the feed intervention, conventional (A) and byproducts based diet (B), could be used as biomarkers for
methane (CH4) emission.
Results: We identified a total of 5,693 Amplicon Sequence Variants (ASVs) in the Nelore bulls
microbiomes from the experimental group B. Statistical analysis showed that the microbiome
populations were significantly different among treatment groups. Differential abundance (DA) analysis
with the ANCOM approach identified 30 bacterial and 15 archaea ASVs as DA among treatment groups.
Random forest models, using either bacteria or archaea ASVs as predictors, were able to predict the
treatment group with high accuracy (r2>0.85). Association analysis using Mixed Linear Models indicate
that bacterial and archaea ASVs are linked to the CH4 emission phenotype, of which the most prominent
were the ruminal ASV 40 and fecal ASV 35. These ASVs contributed to a 9.7% increase and 7.3%
decrease of the variation in CH4 emission, respectively, which indicated their potential as targets for feed
interventions and/or biomarkers.
Conclusion: The feed composition induced significant differences in abundance and richness of ruminal
and fecal microbial populations. The dietary treatment based on industrial byproducts applied had an
impact on the microbiome diversity of bacteria and archaea, but not on protozoa. Microbiome
components (ASVs) of bacteria and archaea can be successfully used to predict the treatment group,
thus giving support to the hypothesis that the feed intervention modulate microbiome abundance and
diversity. Microbiome components were associated with CH4 emission in both microbiomes. Therefore,
both ruminal and fecal ASVs can be used as biomarkers for methane production and emission.

Background
Climate change caused by human activity is one of the biggest threats to our civilization [1, 2]. To
mitigate its effects and sustain the feeding needs of an ever-growing human population, the efficient
production of food, such as crops and animal farming, is a top priority [3]. Cattle farming, a valuable
source of animal protein, is responsible for the emission of up to 18% of greenhouse gases of
anthropogenic origin [4, 5], such as methane (CH4), a greenhouse gas 28 times stronger than CO2,
therefore having a significant environmental impact. Although studies seeking to increase productivity
and mitigate the environmental impact of cattle have been published over the years [6–8], only recently,
the microbiome has started to be considered as an important subject for such studies [9, 10].
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The term microbiome describes the total genomic content of populations of microorganisms in a given
environment, also known as microbiota. These microorganisms can shape the host biology through
beneficial interactions, and thereby influence health, development and immune system modulation [11,
12]. Some studies suggest that the microbiota profile has a genetic component [13]. However, most of
these microorganisms are elusive and utterly unknown to science due to inherent difficulties related to lab
procedures for cultivation [14]. However, thanks to the development of new sequencing technologies, we
are now able to access their genetic material directly and investigate their identity, distribution,
relatedness, and functionality using approaches from the meta’omics discipline, such as deep sequencing
metagenomics, metabarcoding and metatranscriptomics [15].
This field has been an active object in areas related to human health [16–18] and biotechnology, having a
direct impact on industries and food production, like agriculture [19]and animal farming [20, 21]. The
relationship between the microbiome and animals is being explored in studies to identify patterns that
could increase their efficiency, reduce costs and their environmental impact [10, 22]. However, to
overcome differences in sequencing library sizes in metabarcoding studies, the data have to be grouped
in fractions (frequencies) to be compared between samples. Metabarcoding (16S and 18S rRNA gene
sequences) data is compositional and resides in a simplex rather than the Euclidean space [23], due to
the sum constraint (frequencies of a sample sum to 1), and thus have to be investigated using
approaches developed by the Compositional Data Analysis (CoDA) discipline. Researchers proposed data
transformations approaches to remove the unit-sum constraint of compositional data, such as centered
log-ratio transformation (CLR), additive log-ratio transformation (ALR), and isometric log-ratio
transformation (ILR), of which CLR is most often used in multivariate data analysis [24, 25].
Recently, the microbiome structure of the Nelore Brazilian beef cattle breed has gained the attention of
the scientific community, being investigated in different studies [26, 27], including a previous study by our
research group [28], in which we investigated the taxonomic profile of 26 Nelore bulls microbiomes and
the co-occurrence of ruminal and fecal ASVs. Herein, we extended that study by the introduction of an
additional experimental group under a different dietary intervention and compared the microbiome
populations from two distant sections of the Nelore gastrointestinal tract (GIT), rumen and rectal ampulla
in order to: (i) Describe the microbiome structure of animals fed with industrial byproducts; (ii) identify the
impact of the dietary treatment on the microbiome diversity and abundance; (iii) identify associations
between microbiome components and CH4 emission under two dietary treatments.

Methods
Experimental design, sample collection and processing
The experimental population consisted of animals born in 2014, slaughtered in 2016, and divided into
two groups based on the dietary treatment. The first experimental group (Group A, n=26), consisted of
animals fed with a conventional diet based on corn silage, corn and soybean meals as concentrate as
described in our previous study [28]. The second experimental group had a total replacement of
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concentrates with the industrial by-products citrus pulp, corn germ, corn germ oil meal and peanut shell
meal (Group B, n = 26). All animals received mineral supplements, active dry yeast, virginiamycin and
monensin.
The experiment was conducted at the feedlot facility of “Embrapa Pecuária Sudeste” and lasted 105
days, which included 15 days for animal adaptation to the feedlot, 30 days for growth and 60 days for
animal finishing. Feedlots were divided based on the dietary treatment and initial weights, with
heavyweight and lightweight animals grouped separately (Table 1). The facility has collective stalls with
automatic GrowSafe® (GrowSafe Systems Ltd., Airdrie, Alberta, Canada) feed system, used to collect
data regarding live weight and daily food consumption. The CH4 emission during the finishing period in
the feedlot was measured using the GreenFeed system (C‐lock Inc., Rapid City, SD, USA). All animal data
used in this study is available in Table 1. Approximately 10 g of feces were obtained from each animal
two weeks before slaughtering, and 50 mL of rumen content immediately after slaughter. All samples
were frozen in liquid nitrogen and permanently stored at −80 °C prior to analysis. DNA extraction was
performed using the Quick-DNA™ Fecal/Soil Microbe Miniprep Kit (ZYMO Research Corp., Irvine, CA), as
determined by the standard protocol. PCR target amplification was performed using the follow primer
sets: 341-b-S-17F (3’CCTACGGGNGGCWGCAG5’) and 785-a-A-21R (3’GACTACHVGGGTATCTAATCC5’) for
bacteria 16S rRNA gene sequences; Ar915aF (3’AGGAATTGGCGGGGGAGCAC5’) and Ar1386R
(3’GCGGTGTGTGCAAGGAGC5’) for archaea 16S rRNA gene sequences; Reg1320R
(3’AATTGCAAAGATCTATCCC5’) and RP841F (3’GACTAGGGATTGGARTGG5’) for protozoa 18S rRNA gene
sequences. PCR conditions, sequencing libraries and DNA sequencing were performed as described in
Andrade et al., (2020).
Data retrieval, pre-processing and analysis
In addition to the dataset generated in this study, raw reads generated in our previous work with bulls fed
conventional diet (Group A) were retrieved from the SRA database [accession number PRJNA525838],
and processed to infer the impact of dietary treatments and to search for association with phenotypes.
All rRNA gene sequence reads from group A and B were filtered for quality (>Q25) and trimmed at the
positions 220 (forward) and 175 (reverse) using QIIME 2 (version 2018.8) [29]. These positions were
selected based on aggregation plots provided by QIIME2. The filtered data was submitted to DADA2 to
generate Amplicon Sequence Variants (ASVs) with the option just-concatenate, and exclude chimeric
sequences [30]. Bacterial sequences were classified using the SILVA database version 132 [31], archaeal
sequences using the Rumen and Intestinal Methanogen database (RIM-DB) [32], which allows the
classification of archaea up to the species level and protozoa using a curated database containing
protozoa 18S rRNA genesequences [33]with the feature classifier plugin within QIIME 2. Rarefaction
curves were generated for each dataset and used to standardize the data (Additional file 1: Figure S1A,
Additional file 2: Figure S2A). The resulting ASV table was used to determine alpha (Number of ASVs and
Shannon-Wiener index) and beta diversities (Unweighted Unifrac distance) with QIIME 2.
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Statistical analysis
The Mixed models approach using the REML methodology was used in order to verify if the means of
CH4 emission among experimental groups was significantly different (P <0.05), using the dietary
treatment as fixed effect and the slaughter batch and residual as random effects. We assessed
differences in the microbial community structure, using alpha and beta diversities and the statistical tests
Kruskal-Wallis, Permanova, and Principal Coordinates Analysis (PCoA) within QIIME 2 (version 2018.8)
after data rarefaction. Relative abundances were transformed using the Centered Log-Ratio method
(CLR), available in the python package scikit-bio (http://scikit-bio.org/) to be used in further analysis.
We contrasted the microbiome of groups submitted to different dietary treatments using the Analysis of
Composition of Microbiomes (ANCOM) V2.1 [34], with significance values adjusted for multiple tests
using the Benjamin-Hochberg method (α<0.05). We also applied a conservative W-statistic (W-statistic
cutoff = 0.9), in which an ASV was considered as differential abundant if its composition varied when
compared to 90% of the rest of the dataset, being the W-value the number of times the null hypothesis
was rejected for a given ASV across two groups. ANCOM is a statistical approach that compares the
abundances of each ASV individually transformed in Aitchison’s log-ratio with all the remaining ASVs
without any distributional assumptions.
We implemented Random Forest (RF) classification models to verify the use of microbiome population
abundances as predictors to discriminate treatment groups. The models were trained using Python’s
scikit-learn package (http://scikit-learn.org/) with 70% of the data for the training set and 30% for the test
set with five-fold cross-validation, max_leaf_nodes=30 and n_estimators=100. Features and hyperparameters were optimized using scikit-learn functions Feature Importance and GridSearch.
Association analysis with CH4 emission phenotype was conducted using the Linear Mixed Models
approach, similar to Difford et al., [35]with CLR-transformed abundances. The regression model was
implemented using the Python’s Statsmodel package (http://statsmodel.org/) using the following
formula:

CH4 daily mean (g/d) ~ CLR(ASV) + Weight group + Slaughter date
Experimental group information was used as covariates, diet as fixed effect and a random intercept for
each group as a random effect in the statistical models. Significance values were adjusted for multiple
tests using the Benjamin-Hochberg method with an exploratory significance level (α<=0.1). We considered
only ASVs that presented a relative abundance higher than 0.5% and a prevalence in >10% of animals in
experimental groups.

Results
Microbiome composition
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The sequencing of microbiome rRNA amplicons from ruminal and fecal samples of the experimental
group B yielded a total of 10,573,763 paired-end reads (4,628,604 paired-end reads for bacteria, 4,443,390
for archaea and 1,501,769 for protozoa), reaching 20,241,296 paired-end reads with the addition of
sequencing data from Group A. After quality control, and singleton exclusion, a total of 4,519 bacterial
ASVs (2,680 ruminal ASVs and 1,839 fecal ASVs), 1,023 archaeal ASVs (421 ruminal ASVs and 602 fecal
ASVs) and 151 ruminal protozoan ASVs across treatments. Rarefaction curves based on the alphadiversity metrics of Shannon-Wiener (diversity) reached a plateau, which indicated that additional
sequences would not likely result in additional features.
Comparison of samples from different treatment groups using alpha-diversity metrics (Observed ASVs
and Shannon-Wiener indexes) under the Kruskal-Wallis testing method revealed that rumen bacterial
diversity was significantly more abundant and richer in animals fed the conventional diet (Group A) than
those fed the byproducts diet (Group B) (P = 0.006 and P = 0.04, respectively). Similarly, the ruminal
archaea diversity was also richer (P = 0.0004), but not more abundant. There was no significant
difference when contrasting alpha diversity metrics of fecal samples. Comparisons of the beta-diversity
metric Unweighted Unifrac using the PERMANOVA approach, revealed that samples of archaea and
bacteria tended to form two significant clusters, which represented the treatment groups (adjusted P<
0.01) (Supplementary Figures 1-3), a tendency most pronounced in fecal populations.
Phenotypic description
Methane emission was calculated for each experimental group as the average value of all visits to the
GrowSafe feedlot during the finishing period. Animals from the experimental group A presented a mean
methane emission of 179,1 g/day and a standard error of 26,18 g/day, while animals from the
experimental group B presented a mean methane emission of 161 g/day and a standard variation of
26,05 g/day. Mixed Models showed that the difference in CH4 emission between experimental groups
was significant (P<0.0001).
Taxonomic composition of the experimental group B
Herein, we will present only results concerning the taxonomic composition of dietary treatment group B.
Please refer to [28]for an extensive exploration of the taxonomic diversity of the group A.
The phylum Bacteroidetes was the most relatively abundant bacterial phylum identified in the rumen
microbiome (38.18% ± 3.86%), followed by Firmicutes (35.72%), Proteobacteria (8.96%), Sphirochaetes
(5.40%) and Fibrobacteres (4.6%). Differently, the Phylum Firmicutes was the most abundant in the fecal
microbiome (52.59%), followed by Bacteroidetes (30.87%), Proteobacteria (13.3%) and Tenericutes
(1.31%). At the genus level, Prevotella was the most abundant genus in the rumen microbiome (19.87%),
followed by Treponema (6.28%), Ruminobacter (5.78%), Fibrobacter (5.56%) and Christensenellaceae R-7
(5.56%). Conversely, the genus Ruminococcaceae UCG-005 was the most relatively abundant in the fecal
microbiome (13.63%), followed by Succinivibrio (12.75%), Bacteroides (9.71%), Prevotella (6.69%) and
Rikenellaceae RC9 (5.07%) (Figure 1).
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Regarding the archaea domain, Euryarchaeota was the only phylum identified in both microbiomes. At
the species level, these microbiomes were populated by Methanobrevibacter gottschalkii (59.16% and
74.89% for rumen and feces, respectively), Methanobrevibacter ruminantium (31.98% and 17.11%) and
Methanosphaera sp. ISO3-F5 (7.27% and 7.5% (Figure 2A). As for protozoa, Ciliophora was the only
phylum identified in rumen, and was populated by 3 genera, Bozasella/Triplumaria (70.73%), Entodinium
(28.82%) and Ostracodinium (0.44%) (Figure 2B).
Differential abundant ASVs in dietary treatment groups
We applied the analysis of composition of microbiomes (ANCOM) to investigate the influence of dietary
treatments in the microbiome composition at the ASV level. Seventeen ruminal ASVs of bacterial origin
were differentially more abundant (DA) in the group A, from which the most prominent were classified as
Bacteroidales F082 group (ASV 20 and 23, CLR: 1.51), Christensenellaceae (ASV 112, CLR: 1.3),
Pedosphaeraceae families (ASV 145, CLR: 1.09) and the genus Succiniclasticum (ASV 170, CLR: 1.04).
Ten ASVs were DA in the group B, of which the most abundant were classified as Succiniclasticum (ASV
97, CLR: 0.48), Acetitomaculum (ASV 116, CLR:1.07), Lachnospiraceae family (ASV 247, CLR: 0.98),
Fibrobacter (ASV 96, CLR: 0.98) and Succinivibrio genus (ASV 118, CLR: 0.94) (Supplementary Figure 4).
Also, three fecal ASVs were DA in our experimental groups; one was classified as a member of the family
Rikenellaceae (ASV 361, CLR: 0.59) and was more abundant in the group A, while an ASV was classified
as a member of the family Prevotellaceae (ASV 332, CLR: 0.51) and another as the genus Oscillibacter
(ASV 526, CLR: 0.51) were both more abundant in the group B (Supplementary Figure 5).
Eight archaeal ASVs were DA among treatment groups in the rumen microbiome. Four ASVs classified as
M. gottschalkii (ASVs 1, 2, 13 and 11, CLR > 1), one as M. ruminantium (ASV 23, CLR: 1.13) and one ASV
belonging to the Methanomassiliiicoccaceae family (ASV 36, CLR: 0.78) were all more abundant in the
group A, while one classified as M. ruminantium (ASV 4, CLR: 1.79) and other as Methanosphaera group
ISO3-F5 (ASV 33, CLR: 0.33) were more abundant in the group B (Supplementary Figure 6). Seven
archaeal ASVs were DA in the fecal microbiome. From these, the ASVs classified as M. gottschalkii (ASVs
2, 13 and 11, CLR > 1.5) and M. smithii (ASV 28, CLR: 1.19) were more abundant in the group A, while M.
ruminantium (ASV 4, CLR: 2) and Methanosphaera group ISO3-F5 (ASVs 5 and 33, CLR > 0.8) were more
abundant in the group B (Supplementary Figure 7). No DA ASVs of protozoa origin were observed.
Discrimination between dietary treatment groups with Random Forest classification models
Random forest (RF) classification models were trained using CLR transformed relative abundances of
each dataset, to test if the microbiome populations at ASV level could be used to discriminate the
treatment group. Random forest has been shown to be the most accurate Machine Learning (ML) model
for microbiome data analysis [36]. This method has the ability to discriminate groups, while considering
interrelationships in high dimensional data [37]. The trained models resulted in high cross-validation
scores for the bacteria test sets (r2=0.89 for rumen, r2=0.84 for feces), for archaea (r2=0.86 for rumen and
r2=0.82 for feces) but not for protozoa (r2=0.57).
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The feature importance function was used to select ASVs that contributed the most to the model's
accuracy and to optimize the models. In short, the number of predictors were reduced to those with a
contribution value >=0.01 to retrain the models, this resulted in 16 of 1683 as predictors for bacteria, 27
of 118 for archaea, and 30 of 52 for protozoa in rumen, while 22 of 1077 ASVs were predictors for
bacteria and 33 of 88 for archaea in feces, respectively. This feature reduction resulted in an increased
cross-validation for bacteria (r2=0.91 for rumen and r2=0.94 for feces), archaea (r2=0.91 for rumen and
r2=0.86 for feces) and for protozoa (r2=0.71) with high recall and precision scores (Supplementary Table
1). Predictors used are available in the Supplementary Table 2.
Association between bacterial and archaeal ASVs found in rumen and feces and CH4 emission.
Previous analysis showed a significant difference in the mean CH4 emission of experimental groups, with
group A (estimated mean = 179.11) emitting more methane than group B (estimated mean = 160.97). In
order to investigate the proportion of variation of CH4 emissions explained by the microbiome
composition of these animals, Linear mixed models were used with experimental groups information as
fixed effects, weight and slaughter groups as co-variables, daily mean CH4 emission (g/day) as the
dependent variable and individual log-transformed ASVs abundances as independent variables. This
analysis identified significant associations between bacteria and archaea and CH4 emission in both
environments. Within the rumen microbiome, the ASV 40, a Pseudobutyrivibrio (β=16.5contribution =
9.7%) and the ASV 44, a Bacteroidales (β=-2.6, contribution = -1.3%), were associated with CH4 emission
phenotype (Figure 3).
Furthermore, we identified two bacterial ASVs in the fecal microbiome that were positively associated
with CH4 emission: ASV 0, a Succinivibrio (β=10.2, contribution =6%) and the ASV 36, a Parabacteroides
(β=2.9, contribution = 1.7%). Also, there were four bacterial ASV in this biome that were negatively
associated with CH4 emission, ASV 35, a Ruminococcaceae UCG-005 (β=-12.5, contribution = -7.3%), ASV
39, a Phascolarctobacterium (β=-3.6, contribution = -1.8%), ASV 43, a Bacteroides (β=-2.9, contribution =
-1.7%) and ASV 51, an Akkermansia (β=-2.5 contribution = -1.5%) (Figure 3). In addition, a single archaea
ASV classified as M. gottschalkii was identified as positively associated with CH4 emission, the ARQ ASV
1 (β=4.21, contribution = 2.4%). There was no significant associations between CH4 emission and fecal
archaea ASVs and protozoa ASVs.

Discussion
In our previous study, we extensively explored the taxonomic structure and relationships of bacteria,
archaea and protozoa from two different sections of the Nelore cattle GIT [28]. Herein we expand this
study by introducing a new experimental group under a different dietary treatment. We contrasted these
experimental groups to investigate the impact of the dietary intervention on microbial abundance and
diversity, as well as the impact of individual ASVs on host CH4 emission.
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The microbiome structure is affected by the feed composition
Analysis with alpha-diversity metrics showed that both bacteria and archaea communities only differed
in the rumen environment, being less rich in animals of the group B. Although being outside the scope of
this study, a link between a poorer ruminal microbiome and the increase of the feed efficiency phenotype
was detected, and evidences suggest that high efficient animals produces less methane [38,39]. As it will
be further discussed, our methane association analysis reinforces the hypothesis of a favorable effect of
the poorer microbiome on this trait. Also, PCoA analysis with the beta-diversity metric Unweighted Unifrac
showed the existence of distinct clusters for treatment groups A and B for bacteria and archaea but not
for protozoa. Altogether, these results indicate that feed is an important modulator of the microbiome,
which agrees with previous studies in which the impact of different diets and feed components were
evaluated [40,41].
Differential abundance analysis with bacterial ASVs revealed a significant impact of the dietary treatment
in the bacterial populations of both environments. ASVs classified as belonging to the
Christensenellaceae family, as well as to the Prevotella, and Fibrobacter genera, which are all producers
of Short-Chain Fatty Acids (SCFA) such as acetate and butyrate [42,43], were identified as more abundant
in the group A, while ASVs classified as genera known to produce succinate and propionate,
Succiniclasticum and Succinivibrio as well as the Lachnospiraceae family [44,45], were identified as more
abundant in group B. Differently from acetate and butyrate production, which increases H2, and
consequently CH4 production and emission [46], propionate is an electron acceptor end-product of rumen
fermentation that is probably an alternative to methanogenesis [47]. Also, it was shown that the increase
in propionate concentrations is strongly associated with a decrease in CH4 production [48]. The three DA
ASVs identified in the fecal samples corresponded to bacteria that commonly inhabit the hindgut, such as
the Oscillibacter genus and Prevotellaceae family, both more abundant in the group B, and Rikenellaceae
family, more abundant in the group A [49–51]. The identification of a small number of DA ASVs in the
fecal microbiome is consistent with the alpha diversity analysis, in which there was no significant
difference in both abundance and richness among experimental groups.
The dietary treatment also had a significant impact in the archaea populations that increased the
abundance of ASVs classified as M. gottschalkii in both rumen and feces of animals from the group A,
and M. ruminantium of animals from the group B. The relative abundance of these species differed in the
experimental group under by-product diet (group B), in which it was observed a decreased relative
abundance of M. gottschalkii and an increased abundance of M. ruminantium (9.6% and 23.8%) in
rumen and feces when compared to conventional (group A). A study on sheep with contrasting
phenotypes for CH4 emission found a higher abundance of the archaea M. gottschalkii in the higher
emitter group and M. ruminantium in the lower emitter group [10]. This difference can be explained by
specific genomic structures because, unlike M. gottschalkii, M. ruminantium lacks the coding genes for
methyl-CoM reductase II (McrII), affecting its fitness in an environment with high concentrations of H2, the
main substrate for the hydrogenotrophic pathway of ruminal methanogenesis [52]. Furthermore, the
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relative abundance of these highly abundant ASVs can partially explain the difference in methane
emission observed between treatment groups, in which the group B emitted less methane than group A.
We also built RF models to test if the microbial ASVs CLR-transformed abundances could be used as
predictors for host’s outcomes, in this specific case, the treatment group. Random Forests is a nonparametric ensemble machine learning approach, consisting in a collection of a multitude of decision
trees, the forest, in which their predictions are averaged in a regression task, or selected based on a
majority vote in a classification task. The R2 score had a significant increase when re-trained with ASV
that were contributing the most to the average reduction of weighted impurity in a tree, thus being more
important for the classification. A small part of the bacterial ASVs identified as DA by the ANCOM
approach, such as the ASVs 97 and 521 for rumen and ASVs 332 and 526 for feces, were selected for the
re-training. On the other hand 12/15 of the archaea ASVs identified as DA were selected for re-training,
which suggests that the archaeal populations are more sensitive to changes in the dietary treatments.
Random Forest models have been applied to the microbiome field to classify experimental groups based
on the microbiome composition [36], to identify fecal contamination in environmental samples [53]and
to identify taxa whose abundances were different in mothers delivering prematurely [54]. Altogether, these
results indicate that the microbiome composition is affected by the feed at the individual ASV level.
Phenotypic associations indicates biomarkers for CH4 emission in both sections of the git
Mixed Linear model analysis identified a single bacterial ASV, the ASV40, as positively associated with
CH4 emission in the rumen microbiome. This highly abundant ASV was classified as a member of the
Pseudobutyrivibrio genus and presented the highest β coefficient, which explainined 9.72% of the
variation in CH4 emission in the experimental groups. Butyrate-producing bacteria, such as
Pseudobutyrivibrio and Butyrivibrio, were identified by Partial least squares as highly associated with CH4
emissions in a study with Bos taurus breeds representing extreme phenotypes [55], thus confirming our
findings with a different methodology.
One ASV classified as Bacteroidales F082 group, abundant in the rumen of different cattle breeds and
ruminant species [56]was identified as negatively associated with CH4 emission levels in the rumen
microbiome. A positive association with CH4 emission was described by Difford et al., (2018) for the
uncultured Bacteroidales BS11 gut group . His claim was supported by the functional annotation of two
genera inside this group, in which the end products for cellulose fermentation included acetate, butyrate,
propionate, CO2 and H2 [35,57]. Although being commonly identified in the rumen microbiome of different
species, the Bacteroidales order is genetically diverse, as one would expect of members of low taxonomic
rank to be, thus reinforcing the need for aditional exploration of this variability and for more studies in
order to investigate the functional pathways responsible for the negative association of the F082 group
and CH4 emission.
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Also, we identified 6 fecal ASVs that were significantly associated with CH4 emission. This is the first time
that such a relationship has been observed in beef cattle. Of the 6 ASVs, two were positively associated
with this phenotype, a Succinivibrio and a Parabacteroides, which together explained 7.7% of the variance
in CH4 emission. The four negatively associated were Akkermansia, Bacteroides, Phascolarbacterium and
Ruminococcaceae UCG-005. Except for Succinivibrio, these hese genera were described as butyrate
producers in the rumen biome [58–61], a short-chain fatty-acid that displays strong anti-inflammatory
properties, modulates intestinal motility and improves the epithelial defense barrier in other mammals,
such as mice and humans [62].
ASVs classified as Ruminococcaceae UCG-005, the most abundant genus in the fecal microbiome, one
classified as Phascolarctobacterium, one classified as Bacteroides and one classified as Akkermansia, all
proprionate-producers, were negatively associated with CH4 emission [63–65]. Propionate concentration
showed a negative association with CH4 production in the rumen environment, being considered an
alternative [H] sink to methane [48]. Propionate is a short-chain fatty acid known to influence lipid
biosynthesis, satiety, hunger, energy intake and even feeding behavior [66,67], traits that could affect the
host metabolism and complex phenotypes, such as CH4 emission. Although extensively studied in other
model animals, the role of scfa-producing bacteria in the hindgut of bovines and the reasons behind
these significant associations are yet to be understood. Further studies using more layers of information,
such as meta-metabolomics and deep sequencing metagenomics, will be needed to investigate the
metabolic background of these potential biomarkers. Regarding the archaea population, one ASVs
classified as M. gottschalkii in the ruminal environment was positively associated with CH4 emission.
Members of M. gottschalkii species are the primary contributors to CH4 production in the rumen
microbiome [4]. Our results agrees with there previous findings, indicating a direct relationship between
CH4 production and M. gottschalkii abundance.
The GIT is a continuous and interconnected system, and as part of the digestive process, ruminants
regurgitate digesta to chew partially digested material. Due to these characteristics, previous studies have
suggested that the microbial populations of other sections of the GIT, such as both buccal and fecal
environments, can be proxies for the rumen microbiome [28,68]. The findings of these studies support the
hypothesis of using these microorganisms as markers for the host’s complex phenotypes, such as CH4
emission. Several scientific studies and international consortia have been trying to find means to mitigate
CH4 emissions, through the use of feed formulations, feed additives and anti-methanogen vaccines [69].
Some authors consider this problem intractable because the ruminal microbiota can rapidly adapt to
external interventions [70]. Additional experiments need to be performed to test the potential markers
identified in this exploratory study. However, understanding the biology of specific microorganisms that
contribute to complex phenotypes may help to develop successful interventions for methane mitigation
in bovines.

Conclusion
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The feed composition induced significant differences in abundance and richness of ruminal and fecal
microbial populations. The dietary treatment based on industrial byproducts applied to our experimental
groups had an impact on the microbiome diversity of bacteria and archaea, but not on protozoa.
Microbiome components (ASVs) of bacteria and archaea can be successfully used to predict the
treatment group, thus giving support to the hypothesis that the feed intervention can modulate
microbiome abundance and diversity. Microbiome components were associated with CH 4 emission in
both ruminal and fecal microbiomes. While ruminal ASVs are expected to be directly associated to CH4
production and emission, given that we monitored rumen CH4 emission in the feedlot, the relation of fecal
ASVs with this trait is unclear, although they can be biomarkers for CH4 emission in an easier to access
sample. Therefore, both ruminal and fecal ASVs can be used as biomarkers for methane production and
emission.
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Table 1
– Information regarding the initial weight group, slaughter date, dietary treatment and CH4 dailymean of
animals used in this study.
Animal

Initial
group

Dietary
treatment

Slaughter
date

CH4 daily mean
(g/d)

CH4 (g/d)
variation

238

Heavy

Group A

16/11/2016

173.37

56.98

239

Light

Group B

16/11/2016

186.64

33.74

240

Light

Group B

16/11/2016

157.54

77.17

242

Light

Group A

17/10/2016

178.71

34.68

244

Heavy

Group A

17/10/2016

168.35

42.17

246

Heavy

Group B

16/11/2016

161.67

63.95

464

Light

Group B

16/11/2016

170

N/A

466

Heavy

Group A

17/10/2016

135.07

45.94

468

Light

Group B

16/11/2016

164.52

47.46

470

Heavy

Group B

17/10/2016

154.59

75.06

474

Heavy

Group A

17/10/2016

210.34

66.97

479

Heavy

Group B

17/10/2016

137.3

39.74

482

Heavy

Group A

17/10/2016

201.23

46.69

483

Light

Group A

17/10/2016

199.54

52.91

490

Heavy

Group B

17/10/2016

161.25

58.3

491

Light

Group B

16/11/2016

162.3

59.75

492

Light

Group A

16/11/2016

201.69

46.6

494

Light

Group B

17/10/2016

194.75

38.54

499

Heavy

Group B

16/11/2016

160.67

52.6

500

Heavy

Group A

16/11/2016

210.24

77.43

502

Light

Group A

16/11/2016

149

N/A

505

Light

Group A

16/11/2016

164.89

48.58

506

Light

Group A

17/10/2016

176.82

54.84

507

Light

Group B

16/11/2016

217.03

60.53

510

Light

Group A

16/11/2016

181.87

55.56
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Animal

Initial
group

Dietary
treatment

Slaughter
date

CH4 daily mean
(g/d)

CH4 (g/d)
variation

511

Heavy

Group A

16/11/2016

210.48

70.68

514

Light

Group A

16/11/2016

191.81

56.02

515

Light

Group A

17/10/2016

206.19

53.95

516

Light

Group B

16/11/2016

150.51

37.45

517

Heavy

Group A

17/10/2016

156.89

32.16

520

Light

Group B

17/10/2016

201.08

34.17

521

Heavy

Group B

17/10/2016

152.2

68.05

523

Light

Group A

16/11/2016

176.48

40.73

1460

Light

Group A

16/11/2016

201.35

52.65

1462

Heavy

Group B

17/10/2016

120.64

39.55

1464

Heavy

Group B

17/10/2016

159.32

50.5

1468

Heavy

Group A

17/10/2016

145.93

47.5

1476

Heavy

Group A

17/10/2016

129.03

56.04

1479

Heavy

Group B

17/10/2016

169.32

54.2

1480

Light

Group A

16/11/2016

195.1

70.62

1481

Heavy

Group A

16/11/2016

176

56.32

1485

Heavy

Group B

17/10/2016

133.64

40.2

1493

Heavy

Group A

17/10/2016

141.27

42.87

1494

Light

Group B

17/10/2016

152

30.22

1495

Light

Group B

16/11/2016

193.65

49.55

1496

Heavy

Group B

17/10/2016

88.52

N/A

1498

Light

Group B

16/11/2016

183.68

71.71

1500

Heavy

Group A

17/10/2016

151.66

43.03

1501

Heavy

Group B

16/11/2016

156.4

44.07

1502

Light

Group A

16/11/2016

223.58

45.2

1503

Heavy

Group B

17/10/2016

157.81

72.5

1504

Light

Group B

16/11/2016

139.29

30.37
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Figures

Figure 1
Relative abundance of bacterial populations, at genus level, in the rumen and feces of Nelore cattle fed
with byproduct based diet. Only microorganisms with a relative abundance greater than 0.5% are shown
in the legend.
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Figure 2
Relative abundance of A) archaeal populations, at species level, in the rumen and feces of Nelore cattle
fed with byproduct based diet and B) protozoa populations, at genus level, in the rumen of Nelore Cattle.
Only microorganisms with a relative abundance greater than 0.5% are shown in the legend.
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Figure 3
Errorbar plot showing the results of association analysis of ASVs from bacterial and archaea origins in
ru-men (in white) and fecal (in grey) samples with CH4 emission phenotype. Blue bars represent negative
asso-ciations while red bars represent positive associations.
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